
THE PRINCIPLE OR GOD – Divine Essence Omnipresent, Omniscient and 
Omnipotent, who originates, sustains and destines everything, and whose 
destiny is the Total Reintegration. The Spirit and Matter, the Worlds and 
Humanities, and the Relative Laws, will return to the Essential Unity, or Spirit 
and Truth. If ceased to Emanate, Manifest or Create, nothing would exist but 
Him, the Omnipresent Principle. As the Principle is Integral, neither increas-
ing nor diminishing, everything related around being Who Manifests and 
Manifestation, Manifesting and Reintegrating everything. That is the Divine 
Monism.

SON SPIRIT – The emanated sparks, not created, bear ALL THE DIVINE 
VIRTUES IN POTENTIAL, and must develop them in the bosom of the Worlds, 
in the incarnations and discarnations, until they return to the Divine Bosom, 
as Unity or Spirit and Truth. Nobody will be son of God forever; everything 
will return to be God in God. This wisdom was taught by Hermes, Krishna 
and Pythagoras. Jesus lived the Unmistakable Character of the EXEMPLA-
RY WORD, of everything that derives from the ESSENTIAL ONE and to Him 
returns as TOTAL UNITY. The Empty Tomb means more than the Manger. 
(Understand it well).

VEHICLE OF THE SOUL OR PERISPIRIT – Forms itself for the son spirit to 
have means of acting in the Cosmos or Matter. With the self-divinization of 
the spirit, when he reaches the Divine Union or Reintegration, the perisp-
irit task ends. The self-divinization, that is, the development of the Latent 
Divine Virtues is extremely slow. Everything increases in Light and Glory until 
it becomes Total Divinity, Total Union that is, losing in RELATIVITY to gain in 
DIVINITY. 

MATTER OR COSMOS – The Matter is Divine Essence, Divine Light, Energy, 
Ether, Substance, Gas, Vapor, Liquid, and Solid. In any level of presentation, it 
is tool of the spirit son of God. (Whoever does not seek to understand that is 
very unfortunate.)

(FOR FILTHY CLERICALISM AND ISMS BASTARDS, GOD WOULD NOT RESTORE 
NOR DELIVER COMPLEMENTARY TEACHINGS)

(GOD NEVER NEEDED PATCHES FROM HIS SONS, CHRISTS, AND 
NON-CHRISTS!)

1 – The Beast and the False Prophet, two filths clergy, made fail what God 
promised in Isaiah, chapter 11; but this will happen after the punishments 
predicted by Jesus and the Apocalypse;

2 – Filthy clericalisms and bastards isms will not stop living on the lies they 
sell to the simpleton; but the Angel of the Iron Rod, who is not Jesus, fulfilling 
DIVINE ORDER, will put a severe end to everything;

3 – The heirs of future evolutionary cycles will live for the 5 FUNDAMENTAL 
DIVINE TRUTHS.
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TRUTHS OF THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH!
The problem of the Spirit-Son is not one of free salvation, or coming from 

outside, or of seconds or thirds, sent or not by God, but of self-divinization, by 
living for the following 5 FUNDAMENTAL DOCTRINARY TRUTHS:

1 – Absolute respect to the Principle or God;
2 – Absolute respect for his Impolite Justice;
3 – Absolute respect for Spiritual Gifts;
4 – Absolute respect for the 10 Commandments;
5 – Discernment in interplanes cultivations, that is, with the Angels, which 

means only communicating Spirits, who may or may not be God’s Messen-
gers.

The entire Bible is full of adulterations imposed by filthy clericalisms, such 
as those foreseen in Apocalypse, beginning in chapter 13; but it contains 
God’s Documentary, which no one can dispute, delivered through Moses, the 
Prophets and Jesus:

(CHANGE THE SCOUNDRELS, CLERICAL OR NON-CLERICAL, BECAUSE THE 5 
FUNDAMENTAL DIVINE TRUTHS WILL NEVER CHANGE)

(IMPORTANT IS THE GOSPEL OF GOD)
1 – Moses delivered the Law of God and the First Pentecost, or Baptism 

of Gifts of the History, as you should read in the Book of Numbers, chapter 
11. The sons of God should guide themselves by the Supreme Law and the 
Consoling Revelation in order to avoid compromising deviations, commerce 
of allures or simulations, or dissimulations, etc.

2 – Unfortunately to Humanity, and as it has always happened after the 
TEACHINGS and the GRACES coming from God, the rabbis or priests, or 
professional religious men started adulterating everything, imposing appear-
ances of truthful cult, etc.

3 – And God, as everybody should read in the Old Testament, through Proph-
ets and Mediums, and Angels or Messenger Spirits, promised the arrival of 
the Exemplary Word or Messiah, and a new Pentecost or Spread of Gifts over 
ALL FLESH, which the Book of Acts of the Apostles registers perfectly. You 
should study well the texts because before the end of the second millennium, 
terrible shocks will make them be remembered and lived.

1 – I AM THE LORD YOUR GOD, THERE IS NO OTHER GOD. 
2 – YOU SHALL NOT MAKE ANY IMAGES TO ADORE.
3 – YOU SHALL NOT UTTER THE NAME OF GOD IN VAIN. 
4 – YOU SHALL HAVE A DAY IN THE WEEK FOR RESTING AND RETREAT. 
5 – YOU SHALL HONOR FATHER AND MOTHER. 
6 – YOU SHALL NOT KILL. 
7 – YOU SHALL NOT COMMIT ADULTERY. 
8 – YOU SHALL NOT STEAL. 
9 – YOU SHALL NOT GIVE FALSE TESTIMONY.

10 – YOU SHALL NOT COVET ANYTHING THAT BELONGS TO SOMEONE ELSE.



THE VERB AFFIRMS THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE LAW
“Go and live the Law.” 
“From the Law nothing shall pass without everything have fulfillment.”
“To sin against a minimum Commandment is like sinning against the whole Law.”
“My father, my mother and my brothers are those who hear the Law, 

and practice it.”
“According to your work, the same way you shall receive.”
“Depart from me, you that work the iniquity.”
“You shall not go out from there till you pay the last farthing.”

HOW DID JESUS TREAT THE PRIESTS?
“Woe unto you, hypocritical priests, scribes and pharisees, who stand by 

the gates of the Temple of the Truth, not coming in and not allowing the 
entrance of the ones who could come in.”

“Woe unto you, hypocritical priests and pharisees, the prostitutes and the 
effeminates are ahead of you on the way to Heaven.” 

“Woe unto you, who persecuted and killed the Prophets, one more you 
shall kill, and for all these crimes you shall be responsible for.”

Penetrate now to the KNOWLEDGE OF THE HOLY MEDIUMISM, but through 
God, by means of the Bible, and not from any other sources of incarnates or 
discarnates. And do it thinking in THE LAW OF GOD, because the FUNDAMEN-
TAL FACTOR for the correct use, is – CLEANING OF CONSCIENSE:

“Would to Lord should give His Holy Spirit and that all flesh prophesied” – 
Numbers, 11, 29.

“I will pour out My Holy Spirit on thy seed and my blessing upon thy 
offspring” – Isaiah, 44, 3.

“I will pour out My Holy Spirit on all flesh and your sons and daughters 
shall prophesy, your old men shall have dreams, your young men shall have 
visions” – Joel, 2, 28.

“For the promise is into you, and to all that are afar off, and whomsoever 
the Lord shall call to Him” – Acts, chap. 2

“Because to one is given the word of wisdom by the Holy Spirit; to another 
the word of science; to another faith; to other the gifts of healing; to another 
the working of wonders; to another prophecy; to another, the discernment of 
spirits; to another diverse kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation” – I 
Ep. Corinthians, chap. 12.

“Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether 
they are from God; because many false prophets have risen in the world” – I 
Ep. John, chap. 4.

“God is not God of the dead, but of the living, because those who are 
worthy of resurrection shall be as angels in heaven” – Matthew, chap. 22, 30.

“God also bearing them witness by signs, miracles, diverse wonders and 
Gifts of the Holy Spirit, distributed according to His own will” – Hebrews, 2, 4.

“Formerly in Israel, when a man went to consult God, he spoke thus: ‘Come, 
and let us go to the seer’, because he who is now called a Prophet was then 
called a seer” – I Samuel, 9, 9.

“And these signs shall follow those who believe; they shall cast out demons; 
they shall speak new tongues; they shall take up serpents; and if they drink 
any poison, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay their hands on the sick, and 
they shall recover” – Mark, 16, 17.

“Whosoever sins against the Son of man will be forgiven; but whosoever 
blasphemes against the Holy Spirit shall be accused of the Divine Justice” – 
Jesus in Luke, 12, 10.

(Because of the filthy clericalisms, the filthiness predicted in Romans, 1, 22 
to 32, and chapter 2, of the Second Epistle of Peter would come. Everything 
rotting, everything immoral and depraved at the end of the Second Millenni-
um. Therefore, whoever can, watch yourself!)

(SELF-SURVEILLES WILL BECOME TO BE THE DESERVES OF THE LAND OF 
FUTURE CYCLES)

Hermes, Crisna and Pythagoras had already taught what Jesus came to 
repeat.

Jesus left you saying: “You are reaping what others have sown”.
Jesus left you saying: “Behold, you have the God’s Kingdom within your-

selves, and the God’s Kingdom will not come with outward displays”.
Jesus left you saying: “Make yourselves holy, as God is holy”.
Jesus proclaimed, “God is Spirit and Truth, and so He wants His children 

to be”.
Resurrected, he told Mary Magdalene this truth: “MY GOD AND YOUR 

GOD, MY FATHER AND YOUR FATHER”.
Because more than two hundred and fifty people wrote about John the 

Baptist and Jesus, not just four, and the Apocalyptic Beast, in making the 
Vulgate, adulterated profoundly New Testament texts, to impose itself on 
kings, peoples and nations.

The crimes of the Beast will bring, before the end of the Second Millen-
nium, the punitive cataclysms predicted by Jesus and the Apocalypse - See 
Matthew, chapters 24 and 25, and Apocalypse, chapters 17, 18, 19 and 20.

AND YOU WILL HAVE TO RECOGNIZE THE BIBLE’S TRUTH, BECAUSE UNTIL 
JESUS, GOD DIDN’T TEACH THE TOTAL TRUTH, MAKING JESUS DELIVER THE 
FOLLOWING WARNING: “I have yet many things to say unto you, but you 
cannot bear them now”.

THE ETERNAL GOSPEL, THAT OF GOD OR TOTAL, DIVINISM AND THEREFORE 
NOT DEFECTIVE, NOT INCOMPLETE, GOD CAME TO PROMISE IN THE APOCA-
LYPSE, 14, VERSES 1 TO 6.

ELIAS WOULD COME TO RESTORE EVERYTHING AND DELIVER THE ETERNAL 
GOSPEL, THAT OF GOD, BEFORE ENDING THE II MILLENNIUM, BEFORE THE 
CATACLISMS FORECASTED BY JESUS AND THE APOCALYPSE.

THE BOOK – ETERNAL GOSPEL AND PRODIGIOUS PRAYERS – IS IN THE 
WORLD, CONTAINS THE DIVINE BIBLE DOCUMENTARY AND PRESENTS THE 
FOLLOWING TOTAL SACRED SINTHESIS:
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